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PERSONS IN ATTENDANCE

Mrs Debra Lamparski Appellant

Mr Jonah Waxman Appellants lawyer

Mr George Lamparski Witness

DECISION

1 The Tribunal finds that a Canada Pension Plan CPP disability pension is

payable to the Appellant

INTRODUCTION

2 The Appellants application for a CPP disability pension was date stamped by the

Respondent on February 1 2011 The Respondent denied the application at the initial and

reconsideration levels and the Appellant appealed to the Office of the Commissioner of

Review Tribunals OCRT

3 The hearing of this appeal was in person for the reasons given in the Notice of

Hearing dated August 21 2014

THE LAW

4 Section 257 of the Jobs Growth and Long term Prosperity Act of 2012 states that

appeals filed with the OCRT before April 1 2013 and not heard by the OCRT are deemed

to have been filed with the General Division of the Social Security Tribunal the Tribunal

5 Paragraph 44 1 b of the CPP sets out the eligibility requirements for the CPP

disability pension To qualify for the disability pension an applicant must

a Be under 65 years of age

b Not be in receipt of the CPP retirement pension
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c Be disabled and

d Have made valid contributions to the CPP for not less than the Minimum

Qualifying Period MQP

6 The calculation of the MQP is important because a person must establish a severe

and prolonged disability on or before the end of the MQP

7 Paragraph 42 2 a of the CPP defines disability as a physical or mental disability

that is severe and prolonged A person is considered to have a severe disability if he or she

is incapable regularly of pursuing any substantially gainful occupation A disability is

prolonged if it is likely to be long continued and of indefinite duration or is likely to result

in death

Preliminary matters

8 After the hearing was conducted the Appellants lawyer forwarded additional

documents to the Tribunal In a letter December 30 2014 the Tribunal communicated its

reasons for not admitting the above noted documents into evidence to both parties

ISSUE

9 There was no issue regarding the MQP and the Tribunal finds that the MQP date

is December 31 2012

10 In this case the Tribunal must decide if it is more likely than not that the

Appellant had a severe and prolonged disability on or before the date of the MQP

BACKGROUND

11 The Appellant was 58 years old on her MQP date In her CPP disability

questionnaire date stamped by the Respondent on February 1 2011 the Appellant states

that she has an honours degree in kinesiology from the University of Waterloo She
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indicates that she was employed as a high school physical education teacher from

September 1 1978 to October 22 2008 which is the date she claims that she became

disabled She described the illnesses and impairments preventing her from working as

follows herniated disk severe degeneration of spine bone spurs in joints arthritis in

joints fibromyalgia total knee replacement and chronic pain GT1 82

ORAL EVIDENCE

12 In her oral evidence at the hearing the Appellant testified that after graduating

from the University of Waterloo she went to teachers college at McMaster University in

Hamilton

13 After graduating from teachers college the Appellant taught primary school for

five years After having her two daughters she became a high school physical education

teacher She worked as a high school teacher in Burlington for 25 years before leaving in

October 2008

14 The Appellant testified that in addition to her teaching responsibilities she was

involved in many extracurricular activities She coached numerous athletic teams which

required her to work after school and on the weekends Each year she organized a

wilderness camping trip for sixteen students Students in the school considered it a

privilege to be selected to participate in this event which involved four days of camping

and hiking on the Bruce Trail near Tobennory The Appellant testified that she loved being

a high school teacher

15 Outside of school the Appellant testified that she was involved in a number of

charities including a basketball camp and an organization which raised money for needy

children

16 The Appellant testified that before leaving work in 2008 she had problems with

her back She also suffered from an irritable bladder and was required to wear Depends

diapers She also had an irritable bowel which required her to be in proximity to a
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washroom Despite having these conditions for many years they did not prevent the

Appellant from working as a teacher

17 After she had her knee replacement surgery in 2006 the Appellant was off work

for a total of three months When the Appellant returned to work she performed modified

duties Although she still taught gym she also taught other courses which were more

sedentary in nature She was also given an administrative position responsible for

identifying students involved in truant behavior

18 When asked why she left her job in 2008 the Appellant testified that she

experienced pain from her head to her toes and just couldnt do it anymore By the time

she left work she was having difficulty standing sitting and using her right hand

19 The Appellant testified that she saw Dr Smith a psychiatrist in 2008 on the

advice of her union representative She saw him approximately once a month for one year

She did not take any antidepressant medication

20 The Appellant testified that after Dr Wong performed surgery on her hip in April

2010 she attended physiotherapy regularly and felt that she was strong enough to try to

ride a bicycle which is something that she enjoyed for many years Unfortunately she

was unable because of arthritis in her thumb to brake properly and she ended up injuring

herself

21 When asked if she did volunteer work when she stopped working she testified that

the year after she stopped working she volunteered at a basketball camp for one week She

was unable because of pain in her hand hips and back to dribble the basketball or shoot

hoops Her daughter attended the camp with her and she demonstrated these techniques on

her behalf

22 She also volunteered at the school where her daughter was a teacher for one or

two years She testified that she volunteered half a day every other week sometimes less
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23 She testified that the year after she stopped working she volunteered at a

basketball camp for one week She was unable because of pain in her hand hips and back

to dribble to basketball or shoot hoops Her daughter attended the camp with her and she

demonstrated these techniques on her behalf

24 In terms of functional limitations the Appellant testified that prior to leaving

work she was having problems sitting After leaving work it got progressively worse By

2009 she has been unable to sit in a car for more than 30 minutes and could not sit through

a movie By the time she saw Dr Wong the pain in her hips had increased the point that

she was willing to try surgery

25 She testified that as result of arthritis in her hand her husband started to tie her

shoes and assist her with dressing She was no longer able to cook or bake like she used to

and needed her husband to help her in the kitchen

26 She testified that her ability to walk was also effected When she first saw Dr

Wong she was having problems with her gait and was unsteady on her feet After each of

her surgeries she walked with a cane Now she can walk around the block but she cannot

walk very fast How far she can walk depends on how much pain she is experiencing on

any particular day On occasion she still requires the use of her cane

27 The Appellant testified that she lived in a four level side split for thirty years but

had to sell her home in July 2013 in order to move to a one level condominium She

testified that she and her husband moved because of the physical limitations caused by her

medical conditions In the condo the Appellant installed a number of devices to assist her

including an extra tall toilet She also installed railings and a large rimmed bathtub which

enable her to sit They also removed the carpeting in their previous home and in the condo

to reduce the likelihood of the Appellant tripping and falling She said one of the main

reasons they sold their home is because of the problems she had walking up and down

stairs
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28 The Appellant testified that three years ago she and her husband purchased a

condominium in Florida She testified that because of her back she is unable to drive to

Florida with her husband As a result she flies by herself and he drives the car

29 In terms of her daily routine the Appellant testified that she has good days and

bad days It is difficult to predict when she will have a good day She currently attends

physiotherapy two to three times a week but if she has a bad day she will not attend

Sometimes she will have to cancel for a whole week When she has a good day she

attempts to swim or exercise in the pool Due to fatigue she has to rest every afternoon

She testified that when she lies down she does crossword puzzles reads or plays games on

the computer She is unable to type because she has arthritis in her hands

30 In terms of treatment the Appellant testified that she has and continues to actively

participate in physiotherapy She states that she has seen numerous physiotherapists in

Hamilton and in Port Elgin where she has a cottage The Appellant testified that in addition

to swimming and exercising in the water she also does stretches and participates in yoga

The Appellant testified that she uses tramadol for pain relief She used to take 15 mg of

tramadol two years ago it was increased to 200 mgs per day The Appellant uses stronger

pain medication including Tylenol 3 when she has to

31 Regarding her hip replacements the Appellant testified that because of her young

age and the fact that hip replacements only last so long Dr Adili wanted her to delay

having surgery for as long as possible The Appellant testified that she had her right hip

replaced in June 2014 When asked if her hip replacements were successful she said that

she has less pain in her joints but continues to have pain which is muscular in nature She

described her pain as being crippling

32 The Appellant testified that she has not attempted to retrain or find suitable

alternative employment When asked why she hadnt the Appellant testified that since she

left work she has either been attending medical appointments having surgery or

participating in treatment She also testified that she is unable to predict when she will
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have a good day or a bad day and therefore does not believe that she is capable ofbeing a

reliable employee

Witness Mr George Lamparski

33 The witness testified that he has been married to the Appellant for 35 years He

described the Appellant as being a strong independent woman who used to live an active

lifestyle He said that she was an extraordinary teacher who went above and beyond He

gave several examples including her coaching activities and the wilderness camping trip

that she organized

34 He testified that as a result of his wifes medical condition their whole lives have

changed For instance he used to work as a vice principal he loved his job Although he

was eligible to retire he had not planned on doing so However as his wifes health

declined he felt he needed to be there in order to assist her He testified that after seeing

her in the hospital following her first surgery he knew he had to retire He retired in 2010

35 He testified that they moved from a home they lived in for thirty years which was

across the street from his mothers because his wife has problems with her balance and

gait They moved because she had trouble climbing the stairs

36 He testified that last year they moved to a one level condo that has underground

parking and a pool for his wife They removed the carpet in the condo to increase the

Appellants mobility and reduce the risk of her falling They have also made modifications

to the bathroom

37 He testified that although he never thought he would buy a condo in Florida he

did it for her He said that because of her medical condition it is impossible for her to fly to

Florida so she flies and he drives down without her Despite the added expense they have

been doing this for many years He said she gets preferential seating in the airplane

because of she has a disabled parking sticker for her car
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38 He testified that his wifes mobility is limited and she experiences a great deal of

frustration because of this In addition to walking he testified that she has difficulty with

fine motor skills because she has arthritis in her hands As a result of fatigue she has to

have a nap every afternoon sitting and standing is difficult for her she also has difficulty

dressing herself He testified that since leaving work she has been able to sit through a

movie She is also unable to watch sports on television which is something she loved to do

39 When asked if he thought his wife could work he testified that shed have to be

able to be a homemaker or volunteer before she could do that

Medical Evidence

40 In September 2006 the Appellant had a right knee replacement performed by Dr

Port GT1 73

41 An x ray of the Appellants lumbar spine conducted on March 18 2008 revealed

severe degenerative disk disease at L4 L5 and LS S1 with calcification at the insertion of

the Achilles tendon GT 3 244

42 An x ray of the Appellants right wrist dated October 15 2008 showed mild

osteoarthritis at the base of her thumb GT3 313

43 Dr Prays clinical note dated February 2 2009 confirms the Appellant was

complaining of low back pain He questioned whether he should refer her to a specialist

GT5 54

44 A progress report from Bruce County Physiotherapy and Sports Injury Clinic

confirms that from July 15 2009 to September 10 2009 the Appellant went for

physiotherapy three times a week GT3 10

45 Dr Port in a clinical note dated October 21 2009 reports that he had a follow up

appointment with the Appellant regarding her right knee surgery He states that the

Appellant reported she is active and voiced no complaints regarding her knee She did

however complain of a sore back GT3 121
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46 An x ray of the right pelvis and right hip conducted on December 23 2009

revealed moderately severe degenerative changes in the Appellants hip joint and evidence

of femoralacetabular impingement syndrome GT5 69

47 In a letter dated December 23 2009 Dr Wong orthopedic surgeon confirms that

the Appellant ambulates with slight limp and presents with back pain and right hip pain

He advised the Appellant that surgery would not alleviate all of her pain He states that she

will not be able to recover from her pain because of all the associated signs and reasons for

the pain GT1 57

48 On April 23 2010 Dr Wong performed orthoscopic debridement and labral repair

on the Appellants right hip GT1 53

49 An x ray of the Appellants right thumb conducted on July 21 2010 revealed

fairly severe degenerative arthritis in the first carpocarpal joints and arthritis in the

interphalangeal joint of her thumb with joint space narrowing and marginal spurring GT5

7

50 On September 23 2010 the Appellant reports that she fell off her bike while on

vacation at the end of July in Port Elgin This delayed surgery on her left hip GT1 60

51 Dr Michael Pray family physician in a CPP Disability Medical Report received

by the Respondent on February 1 2011 diagnoses the Appellant with severe osteoarthritis

multiple joints and degeneration in the lumbar spine He confirms that the Appellant had a

right knee replacement in September 2006 and right hip extension debridement osteotomy

in April 2010 He notes that the Appellant also has plantar fasciitis irritable bowel

syndrome and a spastic bladder He states that she has limited ability to sustain standing

walking and movements of the spine In his opinion she is unable to participate in any form

of gainful employment for which she is trained and is totally disabled on a permanent basis

GT1 73

52 Dr Wong performed arthroscopic debridement and labial repair on the

Appellants left hip on February 22 2011 GT1 41
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53 On March 15 2011 Dr Wong states the Appellant may return to modified duties

on a gradual basis He also states that the Appellant may not be able to return to work that

involves strain on lower extremities such as driving walking and prolonged standing etc

GT1 41

54 In letter to the Respondent dated March 23 2011 Dr Pray states that the

Appellant has severe osteoarthritis affecting her hips and knees He reports that on March

16 2011 the Appellant had nineteen out of nineteen tender points and on a symptom

severity scale she scored eight out of twelve He opines that this is clinical evidence that

the Appellant has fibromyalgia He states that the Appellants standing sitting and

walking tolerances are severely restricted and that she is completely and permanently

disabled from performing any type of employment GT1 64

55 On October 28 2011 Dr Anthony Adili orthopedic surgeon states that the

arthroscopic surgeries performed by Dr Wong did not provide the Appellant with

significant benefit He reports that her right hip is less problematic than the left The left

hip has very poor range He reports that at the young age of 57 the Appellant is having

severe hip pain due to moderately severe medial hip osteoarthritis and also has significant

residual soft tissue pain and tendinitis pain in the left hip as well GT3 189

56 On January 11 2012 Dr Adili diagnoses the Appellant with end stage arthritis of

left hip He states that the Appellant relayed that her hip pain has very recently started to

interfere with the quality of her life He confirms that she has maximized all non operative

measures such as physiotherapy pool exercises and pain medication but has not improved

He recommends that she proceeds with surgery He states that she has marked restriction of

movement in both hips more markedly seen in the left hip The Appellant reported that her

pain is relieved only when she sits down and with analgesics GT5 37

57 On August 20 2012 Dr Adili performed a total left hip arthroplasty and bone

graft He reported that the Appellant tolerated the procedure well GT3 175
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58 A rehabilitation form from Upper James Physiotherapy confirms that the

Appellant had physiotherapy three times a week from September 26 2012 to December 23

2013 GT3 119

59 X rays conducted on May 28 2013 revealed evidence of osteoarthritis in the

Appellants hands and feet GT3 102

60 In a letter dated May 28 2013 Dr Maggie Larche rheumatologist confirms that

the Appellant was referred to her for arthritic pain in hands feet and shoulders She states

that the Appellant reported swelling in her joints is tired throughout the day requires a nap

in the afternoon and does not sleep well due to joint pain She asked the Appellant to

consider having steroid injections in both of her thumbs GT3 233

61 In a clinic note dated October 16 2013 Dr Adili confirms that the Appellant was

assessed for ongoing right hip pain The Appellant relayed a decrease in overall

functioning and confirmed she would like to proceed with right total hip arthroplasty GT

3 237

62 An x ray conducted on October 22 2013 revealed satisfactory alignment of the

left hip following hip replacement surgery It showed no evidence of loosening and

unchanged moderate arthritic changes within the right hip GT3 238

63 In a letter dated December 17 2013 Dr Larche confirms that the Appellant had

steroid injections in her right thumb and in her right great toe She had steroids injected

into her thumbs in July 2013 but she reported that the pain returned in three months GT3

100

SUBMISSIONS

64 The Appellant submitted that she qualifies for a disability pension because

a She has a number of medical conditions which prevented her from working prior

to her MQP
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b Despite having hip surgery and participating actively in treatment her medical

conditions have not improved

65 The Respondent submitted that the Appellant does not qualify for a disability

pension because

a The Appellant is well educated and has many transferrable skills there is no

evidence that she is unable to work in any occupation on a full time part time or

seasonal basis The Respondent asks the Tribunal to note that the Appellant

injured herself while riding a bicycle in 2010

b The Appellant was expected to recover after her hip surgery she therefore does

not have a disability that is prolonged

c The evidence indicates that the Appellants condition deteriorated after her MQP

ANALYSIS

66 The Appellant must prove on a balance of probabilities that she had a severe and

prolonged disability on or before December 31 2012

Severe

67 The severe criterion must be assessed in a real world context Villani v Canada

A G 2001 FCA 248 This means that when deciding whether a persons disability is

severe the Tribunal must keep in mind factors such as age level of education language

proficiency and past work and life experience

68 The Appellant is highly educated and as result of her employment and

volunteerism she has numerous transferrable skills In the Tribunals opinion the Appellant

is qualified to perform a variety of sedentary type of jobs The question is however is it

realistic to believe that with her medical conditions the Appellant would at age 58 have
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been able to obtain or maintain substantially gainful employment Given the realities of the

market place the Tribunal believes it is not

69 The Tribunal finds that the Appellant submitted medical evidence which confirms

that she had medical conditions which prevented her from working prior to her MQP The

Tribunal found Dr Adilis report of January 2012 to be particularly persuasive and relied

heavily on it This report confirms that prior to her MQP the Appellant had end stage

arthritis in her left hip and that the movement in both her hips was significantly restricted

Although the Appellant had her left hip replaced she testified that she is still plagued by

pain and that her ability to ambulate is restricted The fact the Appellant sold her home of

thirty years so she could avoid walking up stairs is in the Tribunals opinion evidence that

the Appellant would be unable to perform any jobs which require prolonged standing or

walking This is confirmed by Dr Wong who states in March 2011 that the Appellant

may not be able to return to work which involves the use of her lower extremities In

December 2009 Dr Wong observed that the Appellant was walking with a limp In the

Tribunals opinion this is evidence that the Appellant was as of that time unable to work

in positions which require prolonged standing and walking

70 In the Tribunals opinion the Appellant also established that by December 2009

she was unable to work in any capacity including in positions which are considered to be

sedentary in nature Dr s Adili Pray and Wong confirm that the Appellant has

osteoarthritis in both her hips In addition an x ray of the Appellants spine taken in 2008

confirms that she has severe degenerative disk disease at L4 L5 and LS S1 At the hearing

the Appellant testified that after leaving work her pain continued to increase By the time

she saw Dr Wong in 2009 she had difficulty walking and was unable to sit for more than

half an hour She testified that since she left work she has been unable to sit through a

movie For at least the past three years she has been unable to drive to Florida with her

husband because she cannot sit for long periods of time The Appellants testimony is

supported by that of her husband

71 In addition the Tribunal finds that the Appellants ability to participate in the

workforce is limited by the fact that she has arthritis in her right hand The Respondent
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submits that this is not relevant to the test for disability under the CPP because it developed

after the Appellants MQP The Tribunal does not however agree In 2008 an x ray

revealed that the Appellant had mild osteoarthritis in her right thumb In July 2010 an x

ray of her right hand confirmed that she had developed fairly severe degenerative arthritis

Although the Appellant was not treated by Dr Larche until four months after her MQP this

does not mean that her condition was not disabling before her MQP The x rays of the

Appellants right hand taken in 2010 confirm that this condition existed well before her

MQP At the hearing the Appellant testified that because of arthritis in her right hand she

found it increasing difficult to catch a basketball by the 2009 she was no longer able to do

it and needed her daughter to assist her when she volunteered at a basketball camp From

this point on her arthritis continued to get worse She found it increasing difficult to cook

to dress herself and to type on the computer Based on the Appellants testimony the

Tribunal finds that by the end of 2009 she was unable to participate in the substantially

gainful employment as a result of arthritis in her right hand

72 The Tribunal disagrees with the Respondents submission that the Appellants

attempt to ride a bicycle in September 2010 reflects negatively on her claim for disability

Each claim for disability must be decided on case by case basis The Appellant testified

and the Tribunal accepts that she was a very physically active person Considering her

background the Tribunal does not find it surprising or unreasonable to believe that she

attempted albeit unsuccessfully to maintain some aspects of her former lifestyle At the

hearing the Appellants husband testified that he purchased a new bike for his wife and that

the day she fell was the first time that she had attempted to ride it As a result of the

arthritis in her hand the Appellant she was unable to grip the brake properly and fell off

her bike What in fact happened when the Appellant attempted to ride her bicycle is in the

Tribunals opinion evidence not ofher ability but of her inability to participate in the

workforce The CPP does not require that Appellants be bedridden or remain house bound

The fact that the Appellant attempted to participate in recreational activities travelled and

occasionally participated in volunteer activities is not in the Tribunals opinion evidence

that she was or is currently capable of participating in substantially gainful employment
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73 In addition the Appellant has in the Tribunals opinion actively participated in

recommended treatment which is required in order to be entitled to a disability pension

The Appellant submitted documentary evidence which confirms her testimony that she has

and continues to participate regularly in physiotherapy She also testified that she attempts

to swim or exercise in the pool at least three times a week In the Tribunals opinion the

Appellant provided overwhelming evidence that she has done everything she can to

improve her medical condition In 2010 Dr Adili states that in his opinion the Appellant

had exhausted all non operative measures of treatment

Prolonged

74 The Appellant also has a disability which is prolonged She has suffered from

disabling hip back right hand pain since at least December 2009

75 According to the medical reports completed by Dr Pray and Dr Wong the

Appellants condition will not improve In December 2009 Dr Wong advised the

Appellant that hip surgery will not eliminate her pain Dr Wongs opinion is supported by

Dr Pray who in March 2011 opines that the Appellant is permanently disabled from

performing any type of employment

76 Despite the Appellants persistent and ongoing participation in treatment she has

been unable to relieve her pain or increase her level of functioning In the Tribunals

opinion there is no evidence that the Appellants disability will improve or that she is

expected to recover In the Tribunals opinion that evidence suggests that her disability is

long continued and of indefinite duration

CONCLUSION

77 The Tribunal finds that the Appellant had a severe and prolonged disability in

December 2009 the date that Dr Wong recommended that she have surgery on her right

hip and confirmed her complaints of hip and back pain The medical evidence does not in

the Tribunals opinion indicate that the Appellant had a medical condition or conditions
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that they would have prevented her from working in any occupation on a full time part

time or seasonal basis prior to that time According to section 69 of the CPP payments

start four months after the date of disability Payments start as of April 2010

78 The appeal is allowed

Heather Trojek

Member General Division


